


Our Platform

2BeGuru is a problem-based e-learning pro-
ducer and online learning platform. We gather 
experienced speakers from different industries 
to share their experiences and insights with our 
learners, aiming to unleash their talents and po-
tentials. In contrast to the traditional e-courses, 
we design our contents based on problems we 
face in our daily work life and provide practical 
solutions to each of them. Through our platform, 
the learners could learn new skills that fit the 
needs of their current position at everywhere and 
anytime. We believe that by enhancing their work 
effectiveness, we could raise the job satisfaction 
of our learners, help them to be more competitive 
in this ever-changing world and even to reach 
their own career aspiration!

The Most Practical Workplace 
Online Learning Platform
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Well-designed Courses

In contrast to traditional face-to-face courses 
that require much attention from the learners, all 
e-courses in 2BeGuru are designed to be in bite-
size learning clips and every clip lasts for around 
10 minutes.  This undoubtedly makes it convenient 
for our learners to master new skills at anywhere 
and anytime. The well-planned courses are not 
only rich and compact, but also gradual increase in 
its difficulties so to help the novices in mastering 
new topics better. With appropriate exercises and 
homework after class, students can check their 
learning progress at any time and keep themselves 
on track!

Variety of Course Contents

2BeGuru provides rich course contents that 
cover 4 main workplace areas, including People 
Management & Leadership, Personal Growth & 
Effectiveness, Humanistic Interaction & Persuasive 
Communication and Health & Positive State. 
Currently, we have 47 different topics with a total 
of more than 500 video clips. Besides the fruitful 
contents, we also utilize various ways of shooting 
and editing in the production of those ecourses in 
order to increase the engagement of our audiences.
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Course Catalogue

Change Management
How to lead change and manage the sense of 
insecurity during implementation of organizational 
changes

People Management & Leadership 

Lead in Crisis
How to lead your team and manage their negative 
emotion during crisis

Micro Expressions
7 universal micro-expressions for you to 
understand others’ real internal dialogue 

Small talk in bite-sized chunks for 
young executives
Important take home messages for young talents 
who are preparing to be an effective and efficient 
executive

4P Positivity Strategies on 
Leading Team
4P strategies to increase the positive and optimistic 
atmosphere of your team

Leading Self & Others Through 
Positive Psychology
How to implement positive psychology in 
leadership to strive for better performance

Leading New Generations
The generation gap between experienced managerial 
staffs and young talents and ways to overcome it

Just-In-Time Coaching
Coach your colleagues effectively with only 
10 minutes 

Transforming Your Business in 
New Normal 
Transform your organization using the concept of 
design thinking
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Leading Change with Growth Mindset
How to initiate and respond to changes with growth 
mindset under VUCA world
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The Mind of Generation Z
Tips of leading the youngsters from 
different generations 
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Growth Mindset
The differences between growth and fixed mindset 
and how it impacts our life

Critical Thinking
What does it mean by critical thinking 
and how to equip it

Personal Effectiveness
The core elements of increasing own personal 
effectiveness to strive for better performance

Change After Dawn
The post-pandemic workplace changes we 
experiencing in the new normal and the current 
workplace core competencies

Personal Growth & Effectiveness

Branding Yourself for Success
How to build up a successful personal branding 
and create your own branding story

Learning Psychology
How human learn and what are the effective 
ways of learning

Career Aspiration with 
Points of You
Finding your career aspiration using the Points of 
You interactive card

Designing Engaging Training Game
How to design an engaging game with 
learning insight

Experiential Learning Design
How to incorporate experiential learning in 
classroom training
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Course Catalogue
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   Tug of War
How to win a deal in negotiation

Resolving Conflicting Needs
How to influence others and resolve conflicts that 
arose from unaligned needs

Collaborate in a Complex 
Environment
The skillset and mindset of collaborating with 
different parties 

Influencing without Authority
6 key skills of persuading others

Designing a Persuasive Presentation
How to deliver an impactful presentation with 
persuasive power

Selling Psychology
Selling yourself and your brand with 
psychological tactics

Becoming Top Sales
10 top skills for becoming a top sales

Customer Centricity
What does it really mean by meeting 
customers’ needs

MBTI Personality
Understanding your tendency in making decisions, 
drawing energy and receiving information

Decoding Personality 
(DISC for communication)
What kinds of communication type you belong to 
and how to utilize it

Enneagram
Understanding your strengths and dark sides for a 
better relationship in work and life

6 Ways to Start A Small Talk
How to break the silo in just a few minutes

Etiquette
The appropriate behaviors and manners in different 
business settings for young talents
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Course Catalogue

Humanistic Interaction & Persuasive Communication

Tips for Building Rapport
Some skills to build rapport with others 
in different settings
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Mental Awaken & Transformation
Clean your mental rubbish through meditation

Master Your Emotion
Why different emotions appear and how to minimize 
its negative effects

Running 10K Marathon
Practical guides to finish a 10K marathon in 
one-month

Rock Fit Exercise
Keeping fit through exercises, music and 
nutrition intake

Health & Positive State

Easy Running
Successful case sharing on marathon life

Post-pandemic Positive Psychology
How to adjust own psychological state during 
post-pandemic time

Adversity Resilience 
under Pandemic
Revealing your resilience level with 8 easy questions

HERO Positivity
How to maintain hope, esteem, resilience and opti-
mism under unfavorable situations

Stress Management Using 
Sub-consciousnes
Be less stressful by utilizing the power of your 
sub-conscious mind

The Secret of Counselling
How and when of conducting a good 
counselling session
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Course Catalogue

Using Hypnosis Techniques To 
Become A Minimalist
Learn ways to find internal peace through 
self-hypnosis

Understanding Counselling in Short
The brief process and crucial factors that made up a 
counselling session
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Mindfulness
The skills and importance of practicing mindfulness
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Frankie Tsang
Founder of 
ROCK Training Consultants

Sam Wong
MDRT Qualified 
Financial Advisor

Edward Tse
Registered I/O Psychologist

Jeff Tang
Principal Subeditor in TVB

Lydia Wan
Personal Branding 
Consultant

Norman Lui
Outward Bound 
Course Coordinator 

Thomas Chan
Registered 
Counselling Psychologist

Chi Ngan
HK Representative of  
Asian Games

Chris Chan
Registered I/O Psychologist

Florence Chan
Certified Points of You Expert

Eva Ip
Country CEO of Zurich

We collaborate with speakers from different industries to share with our learners 
their views, experiences and insight in their specialized fields. Learners could freely 
choose whoever they would like to learn from and that who could fit their need 
most among the lists of our professional speakers. 

Professional Speakers
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Mills Wong
Registered I/O Psychologist

David Chung
Cofounder of 
Designthinkers Academy HK

Liz Kam
News Anchor in TVB

Leo Ng
Learning Game Master

Joel Wong
International Health Manager

George Lee
Registered 
Clinical Psychologist

David Ho
Career Coach

Eliza Yeung
Certified Hypnotherapist

David Cheung
World Outstanding 
Chinese Awardee

Desmond Mok
HKMA Training Award Winner

Currently, we have more than 30 Subject Matter 
Expert (SME), who we believe that with their hands-
on experiences, will be able to provide more practical 
tips and solutions to our learners!

Professional Speakers
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In 2BeGuru platform, the learners will be granted 
1-year unlimited access to our e-course after 
purchasing it and could replay the e-course for 
unlimited times. Thus, they could review the content 
at anytime they want and could check back any 
specific information when they face related problems 
in daily life so to refresh their memory. Besides, with 
one-off purchase, you will be able to let all employees 
watch and share the ecouses without any restriction 
on number of audiences. With such generous 
services, you could save resources that spent on 
organizing various repeated training workshop for 
your colleagues.

One Year 
Unlimited Access



Contact Us

WhatsApp : 5117 7612
Email : contact@2beguru.com
Website : www.2beguru.com


